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BBC Sunday 07:10      27 April 2008 
 
Gene Robinson  (GR) the self confessed homosexual Bishop of New Hampshire in the Episcopal Church. 
Defended his lifestyle in this fashion to the interviewer (INT) posing this question to him: 
INT> 
(Paraphrasing) Why has Gene written a new book? 
GR> 
Frankly I have done it because the press has betrayed me as a one person issue when in fact my passion is for the gospel 
of which my Lesbian and Gay issue is only one part and I was persuaded to write it because the publishers said I could 
write about that broader passion which is the gospel of Jesus Christ. 
INT> 
And do you think that in this present debate about homosexuality and sexuality within the church the issue is being 
treated more important than it should be? 
GR> 
Absolutely, as important as this issue is, it is not an essential tenant of our faith.  And indeed I am incredibly orthodox 
in my beliefs, in my holding to the historic creeds and I am concerned that this one issue has been elevated higher than 
all those things about which we agree – and it seems to me not to rise to the level of a communion breaker. And indeed 
I would say that any time we raise an issue above all those main tenants of our faith then it boarders on idolatry and I 
think that it breaks God’s heart 
INT> 
I think that obviously for those people who base their faith on the literal interpretation of The Bible, there are genuine 
difficulties here, I mean they would obviously quote like texts in Leviticus: “You shall not lie with a man as a woman – 
that is an abomination” – When you were growing up and came across that text did it concern you? 
GR> 
Absolutely and yet I would point out that those people who hold out to the literal interpretation of that text would not 
hold onto the literal interpretation of the texts that precede and follow it that we should not wear two kinds of cloth on 
our bodies at the same time or plant two kinds of seed in a field – we are picking and choosing those things we hold to 
be eternally true and indeed a number of people who cite this literal interpretation are themselves divorced and 
remarried which out of the month of Jesus which we are told is Adultery. And so indeed over the years the church has 
changed its mind about the interpretation of many parts of The Bible.  
INT> 
But some of your Gay supporters perhaps may be surprised or shocked that you that you had therapy at one stage to as it 
were to deal with your homosexuality. 
GR> 
Oh absolutely!  … You know I thought that it was a terrible thing and something that I wanted to get over, I prayed 
about it constantly I engaged in intensive therapy and it is just proof to me that sexual orientation is something that is 
given to us very early in our lives and is unchangeable and I have my own experience of that.   
[The subject matter now changed]. 
 
 
Let me ask the reader these two questions before I then use The Bible in answer to Gene’s worldly wisdom. 

Is this what Yahweh would like to hear spoken by a self-claimed representative of ‘what Yahweh stands for in 
This Universe’? 
Or rather what Gene himself desires in the personal pursuit of his self-indulgences and tries to destroy The 
Word of God in the personal justification of his vanity? 

 
 
 
Gene Robinson the self confessed homosexual Bishop of New Hampshire in the Episcopal Church. 
Defended his lifestyle in this fashion to a reporter posing this question to him: 
INT> 
(Paraphrasing) Why has Gene written a new book? 
GR> 
Frankly I have done it because the press has betrayed me as a one person issue  
Quite frankly Gene has “betrayed” Yahweh in this one issue (of perhaps many) and the worldly press know it, 
consequently quite rightly, they ask him to justify his stance in this matter when clearly it contravenes Yahweh’s Word. 
 
when in fact my passion is for the gospel  

Is this ‘a fact’ or ‘a deception’ for the ears of the listener? 
“Passion” gives us ‘the drive’ in our life ‘to do something’ – The Question is:  What? 
“The Gospel” means “The Good News” being what Jesus taught us. Principally, because it is never taught today, “The 
Gospel” is that simplistically, we are all (with a few exceptions – see later) to be resurrected (The Bible calls this 
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“roused/awakened”) into the 2nd part of our lives within The Millennium (see Glossary) to be taught righteousness. 
During this time period we shall then righteously, be judged upon our whole life where we have experienced the evil 
system under Satan’s rule during the 1st part of our life, and then the good system under Christ Jesus’ rule during the 2nd 
part of what then becomes our whole life which may be curtailed early into The 2nd Death of annihilation, or continue, 
to live in the 2nd part of our life forever. 
But there is ‘a superlative’ on offer during The Gospel Age (= the period of 2000 years or so after Jesus’ ministry). 
There is a position in this present society where if a human imitates Jesus to become an “apostle” (= “appointed by 
Yahweh to tell”) during the 1st part of their life then they might be given responsibility over greater things in The 
Millennium (to then teach the whole world righteousness as a Son of God). 
Jesus told us that he had not come to take anything away from The Law (of Moses) but rather to fulfil it. Jesus gave us 
the two Laws at Mark 12v30-31 to show how we were to imitate him. 
Because it is The Prime Responsibility of an apostle being “appointed by Yahweh to tell” The World about “The Good 
News” (which presently is never done by worldly Christian Leaders), then the apostles must imitate Jesus. By imitating 
Jesus “in whom Yahweh was most pleased”, thus to be accepted by Yahweh “to be appointed to tell” then you must 
desire to fulfil The Laws of Moses just as Jesus was able. Consequently as Jesus told us he came not to remove the laws 
being those that made us acceptable to Yahweh – being The Laws on basic morality to create a wonderful society.  The 
other laws were given to assist The Jewish society out from The Heathen society round about. These additional laws 
were given particularly for their protection from harmful consequences. The ‘clean’ type of food was generally safe, 
whereas the ‘defiled’ “unclean” food was unsafe to eat in that society at that particular time when The Laws were given 
(that is why they were given).  
Today we have technology, being The Education and tools that enables us to specifically bypass those Laws that could 
create harm within society to the fleshly body, some examples being the eating of pork and shellfish, also the defecating 
outside ‘the camp’ not required because we now have flushing toilets, etc. 
Thus Yahweh was concerned about The Welfare of His subjects – hence the given laws in their entirety. 
So there is a relaxation within today’s society on some laws that effected directly ‘the physical health’ of the fleshly 
body, because technology has enabled us to safely operate without adherence to specific laws relating directly to our 
physical health. But technology has offered nothing to safeguard our mental/spiritual/personality health – rather it has 
made us more deficient to Yahweh’s requirement – inasmuch more freedom where we might exercise our desire to “do 
our own thing”, “look after number one” that is often to the detriment of our neighbour’s interests – and thus ultimately 
harmful to society generally (the evidence of this is everywhere – within and without nations). 
Consequently this is against Yahweh’s Desire! 
Thus the laws given to edify society by safeguarding our mental/spiritual/personality health have not been removed by 
Jesus and thus still remain in place so that we as subjects and particularly those who claim to be representing Yahweh’s 
interests here on Earth must respect and adhere to. 
Sadly Gene is doing the very opposite and making a mockery of Yahweh’s Word by abusing it in the eyes of The World 
for his own personal self-indulgence. The Bible calls this “blaspheming against The Holy Spirit” (see the word 
“blasphemy” and “holy spirit” in the Glossary for the full explanation). The Bible also warns us that “the specific god” 
of us shall not be mocked! 
Thus in conclusion to Gene’s statement – it becomes obvious to the reader that Gene has no passion for The Gospel, but 
rather a demonstrable passion for self-indulgence and because he knows precisely what The Bible requires of him, but 
yet he much rather “enjoy sinning”, then he becomes “iniquitous” – again further blasphemy against The Holy Spirit 
upon which The Bible states “there is no forgiveness for this type of sin” (Matt.12v31-32, Lu.12v10). 
I have been running on quotations from The Bible – so let me now move onto what else Gene ‘preaches to The World’! 
 
of which my Lesbian and Gay issue is only one part 
If Gene actually understood The Bible, then he would realise that I am not being homophobic, because humans during 
the 1st part of their life can do almost anything ‘in their ignorance’ to what The Bible specifically states, if they claim to 
be part of another religion or an atheist. In fact we are told that we can blaspheme against Jesus – and ‘get away with it’. 
However The Bible is most specific that if you become a True Christian, then you must put any worldly tendencies that 
are alien to Yahweh’s Expressed Desire as contained within The Bible behind yourself, because that is now left behind 
as being part of your former personally – because as we are told that was our old, former personality – for we have put 
on a new personality to imitate Jesus and thus go out of our way to please Yahweh by fulfilling His Desires of us. Jesus 
tells us to ‘be blind to the things of The World’ – being the inducements that take our commitment away from fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire of us. 
We are told that those people of other religions and atheists who still practice such things cannot go into the kingdom of 
the heavens (plural = The Universe) thus they cannot become a Son of God, because they have no Expectation of The 
Inheritance (being of The World in The Millennium) as trusted stewards. However those humans outside Christianity 
will still be resurrected into a fleshly body in The Millennium, where Jesus tells us “they are not given to marriage” and 
thus shall be taught righteousness by those True Apostles who were able to make the grade to become a Son of God 
(being The 144000 Apostles elected from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age). 
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However as I stated earlier those Christian Leaders who are iniquitous are not forgiven and thus it is my understanding 
that they shall never become resurrected because their personality is now living in the 2nd part of their life, upon which 
their death now becomes one of annihilation. 
 
and I was persuaded to write it because the publishers said I could write about that broader passion which is the gospel of Jesus Christ. 
Based upon what I have heard already, and the utter lack of understanding that Gene has of Yahweh’s Word then with 
justification I suspect that his book is anything other than specifically what Yahweh Desires to be written about ‘The 
Gospel of Jesus Christ’. I strongly suspect that it will be full up with lovely ‘sound-bites’, but once bitten shall inject 
poison within the reasoning processes of the hapless ill-informed reader. Full of half-truths as the lures, just as Satan did 
to Eve in The Garden of Eden, as Satan did to Jesus in The Wilderness and as Satan spoke through Peter when he tried 
to dissuade Jesus from going up to Jerusalem for the last time. 
 
INT> 
And do you think that in this present debate about homosexuality and sexuality within the church the issue is being treated more important than it 
should be? 
GR> 
Absolutely, as important as this issue is, it is not an essential tenant of our faith.   
As I explained earlier The Two Laws of Jesus that he gave to those who are to imitate him are found at Mark.12v30-31. 
The first and greatest is to (by Principal – means to edify the other party to the very best that one is able) Love The Lord 
your God (Yahweh) with all your fortitude, mind, heart and soul/life. 
Thus by following this Principal Law then we would ensure that we brought no disrespect to Yahweh’s Laws. We 
would abide by them and hold them out as being The Standard by which we all might live our lives to edify our 
neighbour and thus consequently society as a whole. 

The leaders would be expected to follow The Example else how could they be called ambassadors for Jesus – 
if they go and ‘do their own thing’ (by ignoring The Head of The Body)? 

An ambassador who did this would be withdrawn from service by their masters – precisely as the many parables by 
Jesus on this subject clearly warn – when ‘he returns from his distant country’! 
Thus all aspects of Yahweh’s Laws become The Tenants of our faith/fidelity/assurance – for they are all as important as 
each other else you become a hypocrite to The Message given by Jesus who was The Witness of his Father (Perfection). 
That is the hypocrisy that Jesus said of The Pharisees (the religious leaders) being where they claimed to represent 
Yahweh but did not, and of Herod (the secular leaders) who claimed to ‘look-after’ the interests of the people but did 
not!  In both instances they looked after the interests of The Self and ignored the interests of The Individual within 
society!  This is ‘a detestation’ to Yahweh! 
 
And indeed I am incredibly orthodox in my beliefs, in my holding to the historic creeds  
I am sure you are! –  And history has shown us what the leaders were like who abided by those beliefs and creeds! 
This website also clearly explains how these worldly beliefs and creeds are false to Yahweh’s Expressed Desire as 
given in The Bible, because Yahweh is Holy and thus is separate from The World that originates sinful beliefs and 
creeds for The World (under ‘the-soon-to-be-terminated’ Satan’s inept management)! 
 
and I am concerned that this one issue has been elevated higher than all those things about which we agree 
If he was really concerned about this one issue and in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire – then he would do something about it 
– but clearly from the evidence displayed, then presently, he has absolutely no intention of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
He is just full of excuses to justify his most errant personality! 
Jesus gave us a tool to examine false prophets. He said “You know The Tree by its fruits!”. Thus compare these fruits 
with specifically what The Bible instructs us to see within an apostle. 
I also extend this very important tool to those leaders with whom he agrees on other subjects! 
 
– and it seems to me not to rise to the level of a communion breaker.  
Yahweh has no interest in these political issues! 
He tells us what he will do with worldly based religions being harlots to The Absolute Truth, specifically that these 
harlots will be destroyed by The World turning in on them at the end of The Gospel Age (Rev 18) so that The 
Millennium might be ushered in by His Son Christ Jesus without the dross of the former heaven (Greek singular = The 
system that The World operates within = Satan’s influences being ‘as the air that we breath’) and Earth (being the 
worldly activities) having been dissolved. 
 
And indeed I would say that any time we raise an issue above all those main tenants of our faith then it boarders on idolatry  
Any issue that contravenes Yahweh’s Word should mean the perpetrator is admonished (see Letter of John) and if they 
refuse to repent, then they should be excommunicated out of “The Brethren” – specifically as Paul tells us. 
Thus it should not boarder on idolatry – because only the required time for admonishment and repentance is consumed. 
And thus as we are told in Letter of James Yahweh is pleased when The Brethren work together to bring someone back 
from the abyss. 
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and I think that it breaks God’s heart. 
What Yahweh finds an abomination/detestation is that His Word is mocked and made to look foolish to ‘The Children 
of The Fidelity” for as Jesus told us: ‘It would be better if that man (= religious leader) have a millstone placed around 
his neck and he jump into the sea rather than to mislead the children of The Fidelity’. 
 
INT> 
I think that obviously for those people who base their faith on the literal interpretation of The Bible, there are genuine difficulties here, I mean they 
would obviously quote like texts in Leviticus: “You shall not lie with a man as a woman – that is an abomination” – When you were growing up and 
came across that text did it concern you? 
A perfectly valid statement. 
It is nice to see a quote from The Bible used within context – located at Lev.20v13. 
 
GR> 
Absolutely and yet I would point out that those people who hold out to the literal interpretation of that text would not hold onto the literal 
interpretation of the texts that precede and follow it that we should not wear two kinds of cloth on our bodies at the same time or plant two kinds of 
seed in a field. 
I have carefully explained Yahweh’s Word on this subject earlier, being the specific distinction between Laws that dealt 
with the physical health of society and the moral Laws, which operated on The Personality to edify society. 
But I would like to deal with these specific examples quoted here by Gene (that he uses in his ‘defence’). 
Actually Gene is very wrong in his assertion, especially by placing ‘a spin’ on the quotation: 
There were two laws on the clothing issue, and Gene to promote his cause took only one, and that was out of context. 
Let me now quote The Bible by directing the reader to the applicable Bible locations. 
Regarding Gene’s quotation located at Lev.19v19 being the prohibition of sha’atnez. This must be taken into 
consideration with other quotations on this subject matter so that we might have more information upon which to 
consider the whole issue being the quotations at Deu.18v3-5 where the first cut wool was handed to The Priests as an 
offering and Deu.22v11 to reinforce Lev.19v19. 
Further, we are also told at Ex.28v6, 8, 15 and Ex.39v29 that Priests were prescribed to mix the two types of cloth 
where we read various parts of garments were to have “linen and coloured wool interwoven … .” 
So it seems that Gene is very mixed up and incorrectly quoted the Bible being only part of it – just as Satan did to Eve 
and later to Jesus designed purely to mislead and deceive the listener!  – Else why do it? 
Thus firstly let us reason why The Bible might have two statements within it that on first reading appear to be contrary, 
then I shall move onto Gene’s errant understanding – that he uses to justify his self-indulgent nature! 
Clearly The Bible giving both stances means that intrinsically Yahweh is not against the mixing of two cloths as 
insinuated by Gene (and thus Gene’s excuse for us to disregard Yahweh’s Word as being irrelevant to our lives), but 
rather Yahweh is setting a precedence to differentiate The Office of The Priesthood from ‘the common folk’. Thus The 
Priest would be recognised immediately and The Office recognised and respected, so that those less educated in The 
Law might be readily receptive to The Priest, to listen and thus take instruction from him. 
Hence given this understanding of why The Bible uses the distinction, and then understanding why Gene might use the 
opposite argument to support his most errant nature, therefore we deduce that he should not be in the position of being a 
‘priest’ that we should be listening to him – because he has devalued the unique cause of having the mixed cloth to that 
which a commoner might use today! 
Let me now answer his claim regarding mixed seed in the same field. 
Again it is very typical that a worldly Christian leader will always take things out of context to give a distorted view! 
The Bible reference is located at Lev.19v19 where it states: 
“You people are to keep my Laws: You must not interbreed your domestic animals of two types. You must not 
intermingle your field with seeds of two types. You must not put upon yourself a garment of two types of thread mixed 
together.” Where we gain the contextual understanding of “purity being displayed” in ‘the resultant’ from the initial 
input ‘seed’. 
And at Deu.22v9 having the same understanding:  
You must not sow your vineyard with two types of seed, for concern that the full produce of the seed that you might 
sow and the product of the vineyard might be “forfeited to the sanctuary” (or read “defiled”). 
An extension that I apply to this understanding “to sow two types of seed” would be in its allegory sense – because The 
Bible runs on allegories to help explain the deeper meanings within its text. 
The causative form of the Hebrew verb “Zara” as expressed in Lev.12v2 means “to sow” is taken in many Bible 
translations to mean “to conceive” thus the extension of this word “sow” would be to mean “conceive”, “create” two 
forms of seed, being The Resultant hybrid of two understandings created by the religious leader (all in context).  
This teaches us that The Religious Leader must give the correct, unadulterated understanding of The Word of God and 
not create/conceive/sow a falsehood derived by one seeking their self-indulgence.  
Jesus gives us an example of this in his parable of The Darnel Seed, where Satan sows in falsehoods of deception within 
the seed of God – all very applicable within the context of these writings! 
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Thus placing Deu.22v9 into context with grapes wine and sanctuary, in the context that Jesus was to use these 
expressions in his parables (Darnel seed and Vineyard – see Glossary), we understand that this is symbolic of The 
Future where those humans who become two minded (James.1v5-8) because they have within their mind metaphoric 
seed sown from two sources to create a hybrid (similarly The Nephilim before the flood caused by Satan to stop his 
future demise “through the seed of The Woman”) and thus The Resultant becomes defiled. 
So in this instance Yahweh is instructing mankind generally to have ‘purity of thought’ and not to be lulled into worldly 
ideas and myths based upon the distortions that false prophets might create/conceive/sow out of Yahweh’s most Perfect 
Word. 
“Yes Gene!” –  I am speaking about you again – because you have put yourself on a pedestal, and those like you! 
 
– we are picking and choosing those things we hold to be eternally true  
And in this particular instance “No Gene!” – it is only you (and those many like you as worldly Christian Leaders) who 
is/(are) picking and choosing to suit your/(their) own agenda to fulfil your/(their) own worldly desires/practices! 
And to consider your quote – 

“’We’ are picking and choosing those things we hold to be eternally true”! 
The “we” should in your case be “I” and then what you state is contradictory. Because you cannot consider it “to be 
eternally true” if you have “just picked” and chosen something that you consider “eternally true” out of others that must 
equally “be eternally true”, else Yahweh would not have placed them in The Bible in the first instance!  Thus you have 
now become a hypocrite to what is “eternally true” if you personally choose to ignore it – being precisely what Jesus 
told us about the hypocrisy of The Pharisees being the religious leaders of his day who assigned themselves as being 
authorities of Yahweh’s Word. 
 
and indeed a number of people who cite this literal interpretation are themselves divorced and remarried which out of the month of Jesus which we 
are told is Adultery. 
Yes and No!   
This is particularly good example of “a squirming wriggler” – when they misquote The Bible to try and defend the 
indefensible!  I really would not like to be ‘in their shoes’ during The Millennium when they try to squirm and wriggle 
before Jesus – just as the scribes and Pharisees did during Jesus’ ministry!  We also know how the words of Jesus in 
reply were like the flames of fire that dissolved/melted/destroyed “the blasphemy of the scribes and Pharisees” being 
archetypical of what will occur to worldly Christian Leaders today who self assume themselves as representatives of 
Yahweh during their dissolution!  
To answer Gene’s distortion, then I need to split this quote into two sections. 
The first section: 

“a number of people who cite this literal interpretation are themselves divorced and remarried”. 
This is an utterly irrelevant statement on the specific facts about Gene’s action being judged by Yahweh! 
And moreover, many more people who cite this are married and have never been divorced – or not married at all – 
perhaps remaining celibate – because perhaps they do have homosexual tendencies and respect what The Bible states 
within their lives rather than distort what The Bible states to excuse what they do to public gaze, Gene being the 
obvious example of the errant latter grouping! 
Also Paul tells us of the type of person that Yahweh expects as an elder (= A True Christian Leader) at 1Tim3v1-10 and 
certainly Gene fails at v7-8 based upon what he has told us in this example – if not elsewhere as well! 
Now to answer the second section of this quotation – where Gene ‘in double tongue’ has quoted Jesus out of context. 
Jesus told us in Matt.19v8 and Mark.10v5 that it was through the hardness of man’s hearts did Moses write divorce into 
The Law, and moreover Jesus did state that it was adultery for man and woman to separate and to remarry. However 
there was an over-rider that Gene conveniently ignored being: ‘Except for those who partners had been unfaithful’ – 
then divorce was acceptable and the innocent party could remarry with impunity. 
So actually Gene was again deceiving his audience to what Jesus taught us through a half truth (being a spin that he 
placed upon The Truth – precisely as Satan does from the examples we read in The Bible) – because the innocent party 
who had remarried would not be guilty as Gene insinuated they were in his blanket statement on this issue! 
 
And so indeed over the years the church has changed its mind about the interpretation of many parts of The Bible.  
Precisely so! 
And that is why great swaths of ‘the church’ over the years have become Harlots to Yahweh, by seeking other 
‘bedfellows’ to lust after the errant doctrine of The World to seek their self-indulgencies. 
The Bible tells us “Yahweh does not Change” nor does His Statutes, but humans keep changing as Paul warns, “not to 
swerve from The Truth”, by ‘following after false prophets and teachers who are silver tongued and beguile their 
listeners with words that they want to hear’ – ‘to bend/incline/tickle their ears to false doctrine’ – all are based upon 
quotes from The Bible. 

Are you aware of these Bible quotes – Gene – or do you just ignore them? 
 
INT> 
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But some of your Gay supporters perhaps may be surprised or shocked that you that you had therapy at one stage to as it were to deal with your 
homosexuality. 
The best therapy is to indulge your self on The Lord – Yahweh, and enthuse upon His Word. Take your mind off self-
indulgent lusts by concentrating on fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you to imitate Jesus. Become like Paul where he had 
to beat his body to get to the next village to spread The Word of God. If you do that to your body then you do not have 
time to self-indulge!  It is an indisputable fact that humans, if worked hard and physically mal-nourished then they have 
no interest in sexual activities – for that is the first thing to leave a human. It is only a self-indulgent human, also having 
time on their hands, is the one who has the energy for sexual activity! 
As Paul tells us – it is better to remain celibate because you can apply yourself 100% to educating The Family of The 
World to come to know of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year. Thus Paul said “copy me as I copy Jesus” – and Jesus remained 
celibate because he had his ministry to fulfil – just as Paul tried to emulate. 

So what about it Gene – how does this apply to you?  
 
GR> 
Oh absolutely!  … You know I thought that it was a terrible thing and something that I wanted to get over, 
‘The tendency’ is not a terrible thing – but the physical act is a terrible thing according to what The Bible states. 
So in your young days before you were mature enough to excuse yourself away from Yahweh’s Word, then your young 
conscience (before it was seared in later life) was driving you to Yahweh’s understanding for protection from Satan’s 
lures of The World! 
 
I prayed about it constantly  
Sounds such a powerful statement for the listener’s benefit! 
But really that is between Gene and Yahweh. 
My only suggestions to the reader would be to read my essay on Prayer entitled “Why do we pray” and also I have other 
talks given in another section located on this website that might be beneficial to understand precisely how we are to 
pray! 
 
I engaged in intensive therapy  
I strongly suspect that this was based upon The World’s standards and not The Bible. 
We know how bad that was in the 1950’s and 60’s in this area of psychotherapy! 
 
and it is just proof to me that sexual orientation is something that is given to us very early in our lives and is unchangeable  
If Gene really knew The Bible and understood it, then he would realise that Yahweh would not put on an individual 
something that is impossible. But we are told ‘He will provide an escape route’. 
And further, if Gene actually knew of Yahweh’s Plan which I carefully explain on this website then he would 
understand that it is most certainly possible for humans to re-route their synapse construction as they will be 
instructed/cajoled in The Millennium when taught righteousness. This process is called “learning” and ideally being 
compliant to Yahweh’s Desire by understanding why ‘we must become compliant’ to what He is instructing us to do 
through Jesus’ rule – being to the overall good of society. 
Thus Gene is wrong again – for The Bible tells us that our personality can be changed (if we so personally choose – 
with external help) and gives many examples – we are just encouraged by Paul to do it as early as possible in our 
‘whole life’. Thus “put on the new personality” during the 1st part of our life, rather then leaving it to the 2nd part where 
it becomes as The Bible calls it (in Greek) “Krisis” of judgement in The Millennium. 
Finally gathering knowledge from scientists who have studied this subject. 
We are told that genetics only gives propensities, abilities and thus forms about 40% of our personality, rather it is the 
greater 60% (or there about) that is derived from environmental influences – being how we are nurtured, by our parents, 
peers and other external inducements. How we then evaluate all this and finally apply it is solely dependant upon where 
we personally desire to take ourselves. That is why Jesus has given us The Millennium in the 2nd part of our lives to 
righteously give us all an opportunity to come “to learn”, and thus change our personality in a righteously operating 
society where The Evidence is thrust upon all of us to how wonderful society is when we put our neighbour first before 
our own self-indulgencies! 
Some authorities in this area categorically state that it is merely an excuse for any individual to blame their genetics 
solely for how their personality has matured. We have other examples with identical twins who themselves have been 
brought up in separate environments where we see that while their physical and mental capabilities are similar, their 
personalities are different. 
 
and I have my own experience of that..   
Being how you personally choose to excuse yourself, as we have witnessed, being how you spin Yahweh’s Word to 
make it appear to The World (having very limited knowledge of The Bible) that Yahweh endorses your behaviour! 
Sadly you cannot fool me with your ‘weasel words of deception’ because I know The Bible intimately as the scriptures 
say that ‘we must lay Yahweh’s Words upon our heart like pearls’. 
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However if you have a repentant heart you might take this hard writing of mine as a blessing to reform your reasoning 
so that rather than acting worldly for self-indulgence, your personality might become in-tune with Yahweh’s Desire. 
However that is between Yahweh and yourself – all I can be is the catalyst to enable that to occur - and hopefully I have 
just done so. 
 
In conclusion: 
 
It becomes evident that Gene has obviously struggled with a passion stimulated by ‘the environment of his youth’. 
Yahweh is not going to condemn Gene for that, but only sympathises for the situation that Gene has been within. 
However if Gene was an atheist or member of another religion then Yahweh would just turn His eye away from Gene 
and deal with this at his resurrection into The Millennium – where just as Jesus tells us that human bodies are not given 
to marriage (because the Earth has been filled) – and thus the hormonal lusts to fulfil whatever fleshly desires shall not 
be there. So someone like Gene (but a non-baptised Christian) in their resurrected state would be taught how to emulate 
Jesus in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of him. 
But what Yahweh finds an abomination/detestable is that someone who now claims to represent Yahweh’s Word is 
actively distorting His Word to endorse something that Yahweh has expressly told us not to do!  This is The Absolute 
Worst thing that any entity can do within Yahweh’s Universe is to twist or distort Yahweh’s Word to excuse their own 
failings and therefore leading to the deception of others so that they too might fail (just as “Satan” has done – meaning 
“to oppose/resist/adversary to Yahweh”) – as Jesus told us: ‘better a man tie a millstone around their neck and jump into 
the sea rather than mislead the children of The Fidelity’ (as I quoted earlier). 
It is “The Unforgivable Sin” to be “blaspheming against the holy spirit” inasmuch “to deny by rebellion Yahweh’s 
Desire” (see “blaspheme” in Glossary). 
Anything that Yahweh finds detestable has equivalence with Yahweh’s Law on murder.  

Yahweh said you are not to “murder”. 
Yahweh said you are not to “lay down with a man as a woman”. 

Thus “the equivalence” is of Gene spinning Yahweh’s Word on itself ‘to endorse murder’. 
The only difference is that Man’s Laws are now so deviant to Yahweh’s Laws that Man now believes these two are not 
equivalent and thus we now live in a society having spun round in its reasoning to become a society that operated in the 
cities of Sodom and Gomorrah! 

Did Yahweh find it acceptable then?  -  If He did, then why did he destroy them because of it? 
Clearly Yahweh found it disgusting ‘to what He had ordained’ and “He does not change” and ultimately for the good of 
society His Laws must remain as unchanged. 
Thus Gene is in The Most perilous position, having been baptised and thus now living in the 2nd part of his ‘personality 
life’ – where he has nothing more to redeem himself (having exercised Jesus’ once only death at Gene’s baptism) and 
he is now turning his back on “The Word of God” (just as Judas did) to “blaspheme against the holy spirit” - then based 
upon what The Bible tells me – Gene will not be resurrected again after his physical death – for it shall be one of 
annihilation (The Bible calls this “The Lake of Fire” – please see Glossary). 
Gene might take note of what Paul stated in Rom.1v18-32 particularly the last verse where it could be understood that 
Paul was writing this for you Gene being those humans who practice anything that God detests and enjoy doing it = 
iniquity! 
Please Gene – take this as a warning and turn back from your wayward path. 
The most ideal in your position is to remain celibate, but most certainly do not actively distort Yahweh’s Word to 
excuse iniquitous behaviour and in the process to mislead others to follow your activities – because as The Bible tells 
us: this is unforgivable and leads to death, also The Lord will reap vengeance against something that He holds Personal 
= His Personal Word of perfection being distorted by a subordinate so as to confuse those humans even lower! 
 
And I ask of any reader viewing this critique. 
This matter is personal between Yahweh and Gene – and we are not instructed to enforce Yahweh’s Decrees. 
It is not our responsibility to do any more than use The Bible in context to explain Gene’s most errant path. 
I would most certainly detest the use of anything other than ‘The Power of The Bible’ to change Gene’s thinking. 
No human must inflict his or her understanding upon another human through force, for The Bible teaches us to spread 
The Word of God in an accurate fashion by spreading the seed and watering it – for it is Yahweh that makes the seed 
grow. If people listen then stay with them for a little while to explain The Gospel in much depth, if they refuse to listen 
then brush the dust off your sandals and move to another village – this is what The Apostles where commanded to do 
and likewise we must emulate them.  Our time is more profitably spent with those humans who innately desire to 
imitate Jesus and we are not to waste our time by press-ganging non-compliant people into submission.  Yahweh’s 
Desire is presently during The Gospel Age to only choose/elect those humans who innately desire to become Sons of 
God through imitating The Golden Standard set by Jesus to obey Yahweh’s Desire. 
So we reason that clearly because it is Yahweh’s Word that is being distorted, then it becomes Yahweh’s responsibility 
to direct His Vengeance upon the perpetrator that attacks Yahweh personally – but not ours – for we have no right! 
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Gene, if you wish to continue this discussion with me, then you have my email address for correspondence noting the 
terms and conditions of acceptance! 
 
Again Gene – please take this admonishment seriously for your own sake – presently you are walking perilously close 
to the edge of a cliff face – you are staring directly into a life / annihilation situation – the choice is yours! 
You make the choice – Yahweh will execute your decision! 


